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Outline 

 

 

 
 ● sp magnetism in general: why it is interesting? 

 
● Defect-induced magnetism in graphene: Lieb  
theorem, midgap states, and all that 
 
● Zigzag edges, grain boundaries, carbon foam, defected  
fullerenes... 
 
● Exotic magnetism in C2H and C2F 
 
 
 



Magnetism of sp electrons 
in narrow impurity bands: Model 

considerations  

 D.M.Edwards & MIK, JPCM 18, 7209 (2006)  

Motivation: “semi-reproducible” magnetism 
in carbon systems, CaB6, etc.: defect-related 
 
Theoretically: any essential difference with 
Fe, Co, Ni itinerant-electron magnetism? 
Yes!!! Possible way to high Curie temps. 



Two main differences 

 

 

Standard itinerant-electron ferromagnets:  
 
- Strong suppression of Stoner parameter by 
correlation renormalizations (Kanamori) 
- TC is determined by spin waves rather than 
Stoner excitations 
 
If Fe would be Stoner magnet it would have  
TC ≈ 4000 K (in reality 1043 K) 
 
sp- electron itinerant electron FMs are Stoner 
magnets and thus can have much higher TC  
than usual dilute magnetic semiconductors 
 



Stoner criterion 

 

 Equation for the Curie temperature: 

f(E) Fermi function 

Rectangular band, width Wimp: 

Stoner parameter ≈ 1eV 
Room-temperature FM: 
nimp > 0.01 



Kanamori renormalization 

 

 

T-matrix: Ieff ≈ I / [1+ const I/W] 
 
Usually (Fe, Co, Ni…) Stoner criterion 
satisfies at the border Ieff N(EF) ≈ 1.2.  
 

Impurity bands: T-matrix renormalization 
can be unusually small due to spectral 
weight transfer effects 



General theory of T-matrix 
renormalization 

 

 

Hamiltonian 

 
 

Equation for T-matrix 



General theory of T-matrix 
renormalization II 

 

 

 
 

Spectral representation: 

On-site (Hubbard) interaction) 



Conventional itinerant-electron FM 
vs impurity-band FM 

 

 

 
 

Broad main band 
(region I) 
 
Impurity band 
(region II)  

One-band FM, weak 
polarization 



FM in impurity bands 

 

 

 
 

Shallow imputities: 
Zimp « 1 
which suppress 
suppression of I 
 



Magnon stiffness constant in 
impurity – band FM 

 

 

 
 

Exchange integrals through local rotations  



Magnon stiffness constant in 
impurity – band FM II 

 

 

 
 
Perturbation theory up to θ2 with local self- 
energy (the only approximation) 



Magnon stiffness constant in 
impurity – band FM III 

 

 

 
 

RPA value of the stiffness constant: 

Estimation for simplest model, NN hopping 

no smallness 
in electron 
concentration! 



Magnon energies are higher than 
the Fermi energy of electrons! 

 normal itinerant- electron magnets: 
easier to rotate spins than to change 

   their length 
 sp-magnets: Stoner magnets (after 
   70 years of existence of the Stoner 

model a region of applicability was 
found) 

 



Vacancies and other sp3 defects 
Lieb theorem: Hubbard model for bipartite lattice 
 

Two equivalent 
sublattices,  

A and B 
(pseudospin) 

NN approx. 

Number of sites in sublattices 

The ground state spin: Lieb, PRL 1989 



Vacancies and other sp3 defects II 
●Mid-gap states lead to (local) spin polarization 
● FM exchange in the same sublattice, AFM  

between A and B 
● Hydrogen and other sp3 defects act very similar 

to vacancies 

(a)H adatom 
(b) Vacancy 

Yazyev & Helm, PRB 2007 



  Vacancies and other sp3 defects III 

Vacancies: two types 
of LMM: π (midgap 

states) and σ (dangling 
bonds); admolecules: 

only π 
 

No signs of magnetic  
order!!! 



       Polymerized fullerenes 
A very controversial issue (experimentally) 

D.W. Boukhvalov & MIK, EPJ B 68, 529 (2009) 

Single vacancy is magnetic 

Bivacancy (2) is  
nonmagnetic and 
more favourable 
(2 eV per atom  

lower) 



Effect of vacancies/adatoms: QMC 
M. Ulybyshev & MIK, PRL 114, 246801 (2015) 
 Random missing sites equally distributed in two sublattices  

AFM state with very strong exchange interactions  

Lieb theorem works for long-range interactions... 



Effect of vacancies/adatoms II 
For vacancies: clearly 
contradict experiments 
 

Model of empty sites gives too srong antiferromagnetic exchange  



Effect of vacancies/adatoms III 
For fluorinated  

graphene: mostly 
no local moments 
(or very high AFM 
coupling between 

them) 

For vacancies: quite strong  
distortion, buckling etc., other 
rlectron states are involved 



Effect of vacancies/adatoms IV 
Gap opening dut to Coloumb interaction   

Quite noticeable gap in 
impurity band and much 
larger in K point for freely 
suspended graphene with 

5% defects.   
 

Can be measured optically 



Magnetism at zigzag edges 

 

 

Nature 444, 347 (2006) 

Zigzag edges: midgap 
states in nonmagnetic 
case (true in a generic 
case as well) 

Spin polarization arises 



Magnetism at zigzag edges II 

 

 

1D systems: no magnetic ordering at finite T 
Exchange interactions and finite-T magnetism 
Yazyev & MIK PRL 100, 047209 (2008) 

Energies of transverse (a) and longitudinal (b) 
configurations, DFT-SIESTA calculations 



Magnetism at zigzag edges III 

 

 

A very high spin 
stiffness constant 

@ RT:  
Superparamagnetism 
Enhancement factor 8 
 
Low temperatures: 
spin coherence at  
0.1 μm 



Magnetism at zigzag edges IV 

 

 

Bhandary, Eriksson, Sanyal & MIK, PRB 82, 165405 (2010)  
 Double-hydrogenated zigzag edges in nanoribbons: still 

ferromagnetic! 

Despite the absence of dangling bonds... 



Magnetism at zigzag edges V 

 

 Magnetization density 

The model: just cut off double- 
hydrogenated carbon atoms 

Zero-energy mode appears! 

Spin-polarized bands in carbon-terminated nanoribbons 



Dangling bonds in grain boundaries 
Akhukov, Fasolino, Gornostyrev & MIK, PR B 85, 115407 (2012)  
 57 defect is nonmagnetic 

587 
Magnetic 

and typical 
And more... 

Spin 
density 



Carbon foams 
Akhukov, MIK &  Fasolino, J. Phys.: Cond. Mat. 25, 255301 (2013)  
 24,000 configurations; about 1% have magnetic 

moments 



Exchange interactions in concentrated 
systems: C2H and C2F 

Two-side fluorinated or hydrogenated graphene 
is nonmagnetic. Single-side: claim for FM 

Structure, 
orbitals, 

nonmagnetic 
bands 



C2F and C2H II 
Mapping on classical Heisenberg model (A. Lichtenstein & MIK) 

Quantum effects: 
Quantum spin liquid?! 

Well-localized 
magnetic moments 



C2H and C2F III 

Not the end of story! 

Direct exchange is important and make C2H ferromagnetic! 

Spin-orbit coupling is not negligible 



C2H and C2F IV 
Coulomb interaction is strong: Mott insulators 



C2H and C2F V 
DM interactions are quite noticeable for C2F 

For C2F  1 meV, for C2H 10 μeV  

g = 2.025 for C2F  

Skyrmion lattice at high  
magnetic field: C2H 



Conclusions 
● sp electron magnetic semiconductors can be 
better than conventional – if one finds FM... 
● local magnetic moments is not a problem but FM 
is; even when one has strong exchange it is not 
necessarily FM 
● very unclear situation for magnetism at the  
edges (beyond the talk) 
● very interesting and unusual sp-electron strongly  
correlated magnetic systems C2H and C2F 
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